Prof. Xu Yuchen

Name: Xu Yuchen
Research direction: Systematic Functional Linguistics; Discourse Analysis
Contact number:
E-mail: wyxy009@chd.edu.cn
Introduction: He is the vice president of the Standing Committee of English language studies of
Shaanxi Association for foreign language studies and the Standing Committee of Chinese language
teaching and learning studies of the Chinese Language Association of Shaanxi Province. He is
mainly engaged in the study of discourse analysis based on systemic functional linguistics. In recent
years, the research work involves functional context theory, evaluation theory, scientific discourse
analysis, semantics and other fields.

Prof. Shi Penghai

Name: Shi Penghai
Research direction: The Theory and Practice of Translation; American History and Culture;
English and American Literature; Cold War International History
Contact number: 13772069989
E-mail: wyxy004@chd.edu.cn/ sph625@126.cn
Introduction: Shi Penghai, male, from Xianyang City, Shanxi Province, is a professor, doctor and
postgraduate supervisor of the school of foreign languages of Chang'an University. He is mainly
engaged in the study of American history, translation studies and the international history of the cold
war. He is a member of the American History Research Association of China, an expert in the
evaluation of national social science foundation projects, an expert in appraising the achievements
of national social science foundation projects, and an expert in the expert database of the academic
degree center of the State Council. He is a member of the academic degree committee of Chang'an
University and chairman of the academic degree committee of the school of foreign languages of
Chang'an University. He is a leader in the research of foreign language and literature in different
countries and regions.

Associate Professor He Xianzhong

Name: He Xianzhong
Research direction: Discourse Analysis; Critical Discourse Analysis; Socio-semiotics; Multimodal
Analysis; English Language Testing; Teaching Methodology
Contact number: 029-82335098
E-mail: xianzhongh@126.com
Introduction: He Xianzhong, born in Weinan City, Shanxi Province, is an associate professor in the
Department of English, School of foreign languages, Chang'an University. He once served as the
head of the Department of English, and the tutor of foreign language linguistics and applied
linguistics. From 1984 to 1988, he studied English in the Department of foreign languages of
Shanghai Maritime University and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts. From 1999 to 2000, he studied
in the postgraduate course of Applied Linguistics and English Teaching (pgdelt) in Nanyang
Polytechnic University of Singapore, and obtained a diploma. From 2010 to 2012, he studied in
Nanyang Polytechnic University of Singapore and obtained a master's degree in Linguistics and
applied linguistics. From 2013 to 2014, a visiting scholar from the University of South Denmark,
Denmark, studied multimodal discourse analysis. He has been teaching English major and English
master's degree students. He has been awarded excellent teacher, excellent tutor of graduation thesis,
teaching achievement award of the University and provincial level for many times. In 1999, he
participated in the "taking listening and speaking as a breakthrough to comprehensively improve
students' English language comprehensive quality", which won the second prize of Shaanxi
Provincial Teaching Achievement Award [No. sjx99358]. The main undergraduate teaching courses

are: Basic English, advanced English, academic English writing, English practical writing, foreign
trade correspondence, English teaching methods, etc.; English master's courses include: Discourse
Analysis and English Testing. In 2016, he presided over and completed the postgraduate teaching
reform project of Chang'an University: the construction of teaching materials and subject literature
resource database of discourse analysis [No. 16025]. Main research areas: (critical) discourse
analysis, multimodal discourse analysis, language testing and teaching methods.

Associate Professor Wang Hongxiao

Name: Wang Hongxiao
Research direction: Pragmatics; Cognitive Linguistics; English-Chinese Translation;
Contact number:
E-mail: whx_ca@126.com
Introduction: Wang Hongxiao, born in Baishui County, Shanxi Province, is an associate professor,
tutor of master's degree, deputy director of Foreign Language Research Institute of Chang'an
University, and director of graduate English Department of Chang'an University. From August 2007
to August 2008, he was a visiting scholar in the Department of linguistics, University of New
Mexico.

Associate Professor Liu Yu

Name: Liu Yu
Research direction: Language teaching theory and application; ESP; Intercultural
communication
Contact number:
E-mail: emilyliuyu@chd.edu.cn
Introduction: Liu Yu, born in May 1966 in Shanghai. She is an associate professor in
the school of foreign languages, Chang’an University, and a master's tutor in Linguistics
and Applied Linguistics in Foreign Languages. Her research interests include language
teaching theory and application, ESP and intercultural communication.
She has a bachelor's degree in English from Shanghai Maritime University and a
master's degree in English education from the University of Sydney. Since 1988, she
has been engaged in foreign language teaching and research in Colleges and universities.
In 1994 and 2001, she studied communicative teaching method in Xi'an Jiaotong
University and Xi'an Institute of foreign languages, British and American literature. In
2004. she went to Australia for a short-term study. In 2013, she went to central
Washington University in the United States as a visiting scholar. She has won many
awards, such as excellent teacher, model of teacher's ethics, excellent Communist Party
member, advanced scientific research worker and excellent teaching achievement
award of Chang’an University.
In recent years, more than ten research papers have been published in core and
important journals. She edited and published more than ten textbooks. She has presided
over and participated in more than ten vertical/horizontal and provincial/school level
research projects, including one key teaching and research project in Shaanxi Province,
one second prize of provincial teaching excellent achievement award and two second
prize of school level teaching excellent achievement award. She offers elementary
English, College English, English teaching methods, ESP and Academic English
writing for ethnic students, undergraduates, postgraduates and doctoral students.

Associate Professor Yan Xuan

Name: Yan Xuan
Research direction: Stylistics; Discourse analysis
Contact number:
E-mail:
Introduction: Shan Xuan, born in November 1965, is an associate professor in the
Department of English, School of foreign languages, Chang’an University. She has won
the "Teaching Excellence Award" of Chang’an University for many times. She has been
teaching English majors an introduction to Lexicology and Reading for a long time,
and has offered Stylistics and Psycholinguistics courses for graduate students. During
her term of office, she has published more than ten papers in academic core and
important journals, compiled and published four series of College English textbooks,
participated in the completion of the national social science research project and
undertook the writing of monographs.

Associate Professor Yang Dangling

Name: Yang Dangling
Research direction:
Contact number: 13227788603
E-mail: wyxy16@chd.edu.cn
Introduction: She was born in November 1965 in Meixian County, Shaanxi Province.
In recent years, In recent years, she has published more than ten papers in core journals
and important journals. She presided over three projects of Chang’an University. She
teaches English academic thesis writing for doctoral students and applied linguistics
and academic paper writing for graduate students in our college.

Associate Professor Lin Zhong

Name: Lin Zhong
Research direction: Chinese English contrast; Translation; Second language teaching;
Text grammar; Cognitive grammar, etc.
Contact number:
E-mail: linz73105@126.com
Introduction: Lin Zhong, associate professor, studies Contrastive Linguistics and
Translation in his master's degree. He studied Functional Linguistics at the Institute of
language, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, at the doctoral stage. His research
interests are Text Grammar, Functional Grammar, Chinese English Comparison and
Translation, and Second Language Teaching. He was awarded the title of Provincial
Young Talent, Chang’an scholar of Chang’an University, and Responsible Professor of
Foreign Languages College. He is an expert in the degree center of the Ministry of
education, an anonymous reviewer of many domestic professional journals, a member
of the academic committee of the Institute of foreign languages, the executive deputy
director of the center of the Institute of foreign languages, and a member of the
University's Association of social sciences.
He presided over and completed one provincial and ministerial level project, one
youth project of Humanities and social sciences of the Ministry of education, and one
national social science fund project. At present, he has presided over one national
foreign language education research project (being completed) and one municipal key
social science project. He participated in more than 10 projects of the Ministry of
education and national social sciences. In recent 7 years, nearly 30 papers (6 to be
published) have been published, including 5 SSCI papers (3 in the second district and
2 in the third district), 1 paper in EI conference, 8 papers in CSSCI of foreign languages
and core journals of Peking University. He published one academic monograph and one
translation. He won the third prize of university level scientific research once.
He presided over three school level teaching reform projects, including one
teaching material project. He edited a textbook. He once won the second prize of the
school level Teaching Award (ranking second), and won the excellent award of the 14th
National multimedia courseware competition of the information management center of
the Ministry of education once. He directed one provincial undergraduate innovation

and entrepreneurship project, three professional graduate innovation and
entrepreneurship projects, and he directed two undergraduate students to participate in
international conferences and make speeches. For 2 consecutive years, he has directed
excellent graduation thesis. He directed four students to participate in the provincial
English writing contest and won the second prize.

Associate Professor Yan Yan

Name: Yan Yan
Research direction: Chinese and foreign literature; Comparative literature; Translation; Cultural
exchanges.
Contact number:
E-mail: yanyan21stct@163.com
Introduction: Yan Yan, Doctor of literature, Associate Professor, School of Foreign Languages,
Chang’an University, and a master's tutor.She has been teaching in Chang’an University after
graduating from Foreign Language Department of Shaanxi Normal University in 1993. She received
PhD in literature in 2016. Her research interests include western literary theory, English literature,
comparative literature, and translation and cultural exchange research. She

presided over 6

projects of the National Social Science Fund, the Ministry of Education's Research and Planning
Fund for Humanities and Social Sciences, the Xi' an Social Science Planning Fund, the Central
University's Special Fund for Basic Scientific Research Business (Humanities and Social Sciences)
and the Chang’an University's Humanities and Social Sciences Fund, guided and participated in 7
items. Publish an academic monograph. Published 37 related scientific research papers. In 2005, her
thesis won the third prize of Shaanxi Humanities and Social Sciences Outstanding Achievement
Award, and she won the first prize of the instructor of the National College English Competition in
2011, and was awarded "2013-2014 advanced individual scientific research work " by Chang’an
University. At present, she is the leader of comparative literature and cross-cultural research in the
School of Foreign languages of Chang’an University.

Associate Professor Shen Bin

Name: Shen Bin
Research direction: Comparative study of translation of classical works from a multilingual
perspective, historical materialism and Marxism in Japan, historical and cultural comparison
between China and Japan, etc.
Contact number: 029-82334943
E-mail: jinzhi.ca@gmail.com
Introduction: Shen Bin, male, Han nationality, born in November 1979 in Zhejiang.He is an
associate professor in the school of foreign languages, Chang’an University, and a master's tutor.
He received his Bachelor of Arts and Master's degree in Japanese Department of Xi'an Institute of
Foreign Languages and the research direction of Master's degree is modern Japanese history. And
then he was admitted to the Shaanxi Normal University and received the doctorate in history. He is
currently working in the Japanese Department of the School of Foreign languages of Chang’an
University, and is a master's supervisor in the national and regional research direction of foreign
language and literature. At the same time, he is also a master's supervisor in the basic principles of
Marxism, College of Marxism, Chang’an University. In recent years, he has published several
articles and an academic monograph in important domestic publications such as "Research on
Historical Theory "," Contemporary World Socialist Issues "," The Monthly Journal of Theory" and
"China Social Sciences Journal ", and has presided over a project funded by the Ministry of
Education in the later period of social science and participated in many projects at the national and
provincial levels. At the present stage, Her research interests include the comparative study of

classical works translation from the perspective of many languages, the historical materialism and
Marxism in Japan, and the comparison of Chinese and Japanese history and culture.

Associate Professor Zhang Xiujian

Name: Zhang Xiujian
Research direction: American history and culture; British and American literature.
Contact number:
E-mail: xiujianzh@chd.edu.cn
Introduction: Zhang Xiujian, male, born in Weihai, Shandong province. He received a doctorate in
Shaanxi Normal University. He is an associate professor in the school of foreign languages, Chang’
an University, and a master's tutor. His main research direction is American history and culture,
British and American literature. He offers English literature, American literature and Selected
British and American Newspaper courses for graduate students.

Associate Professor Liu Haiping

Name: Liu Haiping
Research direction: Systematic Functional Linguistics
Contact number: 029-82334399
E-mail: lhpholly@chd.edu.cn
Introduction: Liu Haiping, was born in Baoji, Shaanxi Province. She is an associate professor in
the school of foreign languages, Chang’an University, and a master's tutor in Linguistics and
Applied Linguistics in Foreign Languages. Her research interests include applied linguistics, second
language acquisition, academic English writing. Over the years, she have offered courses in English
speaking, interpretation skills and practice, comprehensive English, oral English, academic English
writing and textual linguistics for undergraduate and graduate students. In 2010,She went to the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln for half a year as a six-year visiting scholar, and in 2017 she was
funded by the China Research Fund, as a visiting scholar for a year at the University of California,
Davis, studied academic English. In recent years, she has been published more than 10 research
papers in core and important journals, One of them (the national character of China's "World
Heritage" from the perspective of globalization, Published in Guizhou ethnic Studies 2014 No .7)
for the people's Congress copy of the full text reproduced. She was associate editor of "Academic
English Writing" textbook 1, a textbook. She has presided over the Shaanxi Province Social Science
Foundation projects 2 and the municipal social science fund project 1 and presided over 6 scientific
research projects in central universities; One national project, Project 1 of the Ministry of Education,
Office level project 2. In 2009, her thesis "the negative influence of Chinese' wholeness' thinking

mode on English writing" won the second prize of the academic seminar of college English teaching;
In 2014, the thesis "Reform and Practice of English Writing Teaching for Non-English Major
Graduate Students" won the second prize of the academic thesis of Shaanxi Provincial Graduate
Symposium on Foreign Language Teaching and Management.

Associate Professor Yang Wenqin

Name: Yang Wenqin
Research direction: Psychological linguistics; Second language acquisition
Contact number: 029-82334934
E-mail: wenqingyang@chd.edu.cn
Introduction: Yang Wenqin, born in Longnan, Gansu province, is an associate professor in the
Department of English,School of foreign language, Chang’an University and a master's tutor in
Linguistics and Applied Linguistics in Foreign Languages. She is "Chang’an Scholars" talent
support program three types of young academic backbone. She offers methods of linguistic studies,
western schoools of linguistics and second language acquisition courses for graduate students.

